
The Beginning
It’s early February 1980, and a blizzard lashes the small New Mexico town of  Silver City with snow and ice. Late at 
night inside the local police station, on an otherwise deserted strip of  downtown, Officer Ben Peters escorts Toby 
Bentley in from the storm. Officer Abby Wall sits at her desk doing paperwork, as Peters deposits Bentley in the 
holding cell (the “drunk tank”), next to Carter Hannigan, who was recently arrested for vagrancy. Both Bentley and 
Hannigan are intoxicated. All lifetime residents to the town, the four know each other from high school, perhaps even 

elementary school. Encourage the players to develop these small-town connections with one another.

 The radio continues to broadcast news reports about the recent riot in the nearby Penitentiary of  New Mexico, located 
some 300 miles away. Less than a week ago, rival gangs in the maximum-security prison seized control of  the prison from 

the guards and attacked other inmates. The radio reports the horror, inmates tortured, decapitated, burned, and mutilated, 
resulting in 33 dead. While none of  the dozen captured guards were killed, many suffered serious injuries. According to the 

radio reports, no inmates escaped. Listening to the report causes a SAN check (0/1).

There is a loud crash from the parking lot in front of  the station. A Ford sedan careened into one of  the two parked police 
cruisers, wrecking both cars. F.B.I. Agent Jack Paulson staggers from his vehicle, blood trickling from a gash in his forehead. 
He is transporting a prisoner he says, an escaped convict from the prison riot. Realizing he couldn’t make it due to the storm, 

he came here, the closest police station, but lost control of  his car entering the lot. He has I.D. and shows it. A Spot Hidden 
roll reveals the Uzi submachine gun slung from his shoulder under his trench coat.

The prisoner wears a tight-fitting metal collar, and looks around him wildly, snarling. If  the officers ask for the inmate’s name, 
Paulson pauses for a moment before saying, “John Smith.” Paulson locks the inmate up in the one holding cell with Bentley and 
Hannigan, handcuffing him to the bars of  one wall. Paulson visibly relaxes once he accomplishes this, and sits down to an empty 
desk. “Anyone got any whisky? I’ve been chasing this one for a long time.” Conversation reveals that Paulson will take the inmate 
to the F.B.I. station in Truth or Consequences as soon as the storm breaks. The investigators might catch him in this lie, Hard 
Psychology roll, for there is no F.B.I. outpost in Truth or Consequences. “John Smith” has no relationship to the prison riot 

and is in fact a wendigo in its human form. Paulson is a member of  Delta Green, and has recently captured the creature in the 
Gila National Forest, just north of  Silver City. He is not taking the wendigo to an F.B.I. station but a Delta Green green box, 
where he hopes he will find the tools needed to destroy it. 

The Terror
Shortly after being locked in, the wendigo begins drooling blood, (SAN 0/1d2) and mumbling to himself. Paulson rushs 
into the cell, to make sure it isn’t dying. Unless the investigators manage to intercede, the wendigo breaks its handcuffs and 

tears out Paulson’s throat with its teeth (SAN 1/1d4). The wendigo then squeezes through the bars of  the cell, which it does 
with sickening ease, skull cracking and flattening, ribcage moving grotesquely (SAN 1/1d6). It stalks toward the nearest police 

investigator. As soon as someone fires at it, it leaps through one of  the windows, shattering the glass and letting in the wind of  
the storm. Anyone near the dying Paulson may hear him whisper, “Effin’ wendigo,” before he dies (Listen roll). Bentley and 

Hannigan can make CON rolls to immediately sober up. If  they fail, all of  their actions have a Penalty dice due to inebriation. 
They can try again later, at the keeper’s discretion.

As it escapes, the wendigo effortlessly flips the remaining cruiser over onto its roof. It then hunkers down in a nearby culvert 
and transforms into its natural shape: eight feet tall, extended jaw and mandibles, and a rack of  antlers. As the creature grows, 
its skin does not, but stretches and deforms over the skeletal shape (seeing its new form calls for SAN loss of  1/1d6+1). The 
wendigo now begins stalking the survivors in the police station. Within an hour, any investigating Paulson’s corpse, or just near-
by, can make Spot Hidden rolls to notice a fuzzy pair of  bony protrusions beginning to emerge from his skull: the wendigo 
procreates through its bite, and the investigators will soon have two of  the creatures to deal with.

The Hunt
The investigators can hole up in the station or find another hiding place. The population lives outside town, and this strip of  
downtown is deserted. There is a hardware store, a drug store, a diner, a post office, a library, and bank, all empty. The library 
offers information on how to kill the beast, and the hardware store has axe handles made from white ash (club damage).

In a moment of  false hope, another squad car radios the station. It’s Officer Earl Brown in his patrol car, returning to the sta-
tion. Can he arrive to save the investigators, or (more likely) become another victim.

Wendigo
Not Ithaqua, the Old One, but a creature from Native American legends, the wendigo arises from cannibalistic practices and can 
be killed with either silver or wood from the white ash tree (made into arrows, etc.).

STR 100, CON 100, SIZ 100, DEX 75, Fighting 65% (claws 2d6 + 1d6), Stealth 95%, Spot Hidden 45%, hp 20, Immune to 
physical weapons except those made from silver or a white ash tree.

Truth or Consequences
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